
Key Note Speakers Announced Los Angeles
Blockchain Alternative Capital Summit 2018

Los Angeles Blockchain Week June 18-21 @ UCLA

New Speakers included on Women in
Blockchain and Securitized Token
Offering Panels!

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, US, June
6, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Key Note
Speakers Announced Los Angeles
Blockchain Alternative Capital Summit
2018

Los Angeles – [June 4] – Philipp Pieper
CEO Co-Founder Swarm Fund, Michael
Kimelman Co-Founder Cryptoiq.io, Lou
Kerner Co-Founder CryptoOracle.io and
Marshal Webb Co-Founder CTO Path Network, are confirmed Speakers at the 2018 Los Angeles
Blockchain Alternative Capital Summit, June 19-20 UCLA Humanities Room A51 415 Portola Place.

“Our Summit will start with Introductory remarks both days followed by Key Note comments. Its our
pleasure to attend the 2018 Los Angeles Blockchain Alternative Capital Summit. I have no doubt this
event will provide participants with the latest Blockchain industry insights.” – Michael Kimelman Co-
Founder Cryptoiq.io 

“I am happy to have Philipp, Michael, Lou and Marshal as featured speakers at this year’s summit. I
am confident their attendance will significantly contribute to a rewarding and successful event.” –
David Whiting CEO City Blockchainsummit.com

About Philipp Pieper

Philipp is a serial tech entrepreneur and became interested in decentralized technologies in 2015,
when interacting with BitTorrent, Inc. and the Mozilla Foundation. After holding various private equity
and management positions within Deutsche Bank and Allianz Group, Philipp was founder and CEO of
Proximic, a global data provider for digital media buyers (acquired by comScore in 2015), and is
mentor at Stanford’s StartX, Singularity University, and TechCode. He holds degrees in engineering
and business administration and attended Berlin University of Technology and UC Berkeley, Haas
School of Business.

About Michael Kimelman
Michael Kimelman is the bestselling author of “Confessions of a Wall Street Insider” and the Founding
Partner and Editor-in-Chief of Crypto.IQ, a strategic advisory and investment firm with a focus on
digital assets. Michael is a dynamic speaker, who uses the lessons of his own life to offer inspiration
and insight to others — from formerly incarcerated youth to global CEOs — on overcoming personal
and professional challenges. His mission is to empower people with the skills and mindset to become
resilient and prosper in the face of adversity. Michael was an associate at Sullivan & Cromwell before

http://www.einpresswire.com


founding and acting as Managing Partner of Incremental Capital, a New York-based hedge fund.
Crypto.IQ is a premier advisory firm providing expert research, education, and advice in the world of
crypto assets. The company is unique in that it combines the unparalleled expertise of crypto-pioneer
Charlie Shrem with the unparalleled market knowledge of three Wall Street experts with more than
100 years combined financial industry experience. The company acts as an advisor and investor for
companies in the cryptocurrency space and publishes a monthly newsletter and several other training
publications focused on bringing crypto to the masses.

About Lou Kerner
I started my career as an equity analyst following media companies at Merrill Lynch & Goldman
Sachs. In 2000, I went to work for Bill Gross at Idealab! as CEO of The .tv Corporation. Then, with
one of the original founders, we acquired Bolt a leading social networking site that grew to over 20
million monthly uniques. Then I was an angel investor, then I started my first Fund, became a Partner
at Flight VC, and now I’m 100% at CryptoOracle.io

About Marshal Webb
I'm a passionate and driven individual with a strong focus on Information Security. After starting
college at the age of 12, I discovered the hallmarks of what would become an insatiable journey into
the far reaches of computing. I've worked with industry leaders first hand, having continuously striven
to solve some of the most pressing issues that affect the internet community as a whole. Information
security expert and three-time award winner of government sponsored bug bounties.

City Blockchain Capital Summit 2018
David Whiting and Paulson Ambookan invite you to participate in the industry’s premier event, the Los
Angeles Blockchain Alternative Capital Summit. Held at the new modern UCLA Humanities Building
at Portola Place, the Summit is a hyper-networked event collaboratively structured for industry
professionals by industry professionals. We design our events for accredited investors who are Crypto
Funds, family offices, hedge funds, RIA’s, Institutional investors. Our events provide expert speakers
take away heavy programming for morning and lunch speaker panels followed by afternoon one on
one speed dating with ICO’s and Fund Managers. Our attendees are regularly a mix of 50% investor,
30% ICO’s and Fund managers seeking capital intros and 20% service providers/sponsors.
Comprehensive resources for blockchain enthusiasts.
www.cityblockchainsummit.com
What You Know About Blockchain Fintech And What You Don't Know About Blockchain Fintech. We
provide information for investors, fund managers, family offices to learn about blockchain, ICO and
invest in the next generation technology.
For more information and registration of Los Angeles Blockchain Alternative Capital Summit, please
visit: http://www.cityblockchainSummit.com
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